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The validation measurements were performed twice a day on three SBS units in 

a randomised order over five days.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The SA7 flow calibration produced a linear relationship between the set flow

rates and the square root of the SA7 differential pressure (∆P), measured in

millivolts (mV) Figure 4. The BIBO flow calibration produced a quadratic

relationship between the set flows and the square root of the BIBO ∆P

measured in mV Figure 5. The flow calibration factors were determined for each

headpiece for each of the three SBS units, using the linear and quadratic

parameters.

The linear and quadratic parameters from the calibrations were used by a macro

to convert the square root of the SA7 and BIBO ∆P into flow rates, for volume

validation measurements.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on puff volumes measured by the

SA7, to evaluate day to day and unit to unit variation. There was no significant

difference in the puff volumes measured between the SA7 of the SBS units (p =

0.366), but there was a significant day to day effect (p = 0.000). The results

however, met the design specification and tolerance limits of ±2%.

The inhaled and exhaled volumes measured by the BIBO heads were also

analysed using ANOVA, to evaluate day to day and unit to unit effect. There was

no significant day to day effect for both inhaled and exhaled volumes measured

(p = 0.239 and p = 0.549, respectively). In addition there was no significant

difference for inhaled volumes measured by the BIBO heads of the SBS units (p

= 0.183) however, there was a significant difference for exhaled volumes

measured (p = 0.016). The exhaled volumes however met the design

specification and tolerance limits of ±5%.

For the optical obscuration validation, an ANOVA was performed to analyse the

data for both puffed and exhaled optical obscuration. There was no significant

difference between SBS units and day to day effects (p > 0.05 in all cases).

CONCLUSION

The puffing (SA7) and respiratory (BIBO) heads have been calibrated and

operated between flow rates of 0 - 7L.min-1 and 0 - 50L.min-1 respectively. The

volumes measured by the SA7 and BIBO heads met the design specification

and tolerance limits of ±2% and ±5% respectively. In addition, the optical

obscuration measurements showed no statistical difference between unit to unit

and day to day effects. These results show that SBS units can be used for

topography and optical obscuration measurements in future studies, and

provides confidence in the robustness of the systems, for use in any smoking

and clinical environment.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Three SBS units were calibrated at a range of flow rates typically encountered

during human smoking. The SA7 head was calibrated against set flow rates of 0

to 7L.min-1, and the BIBO head against set flow rates of 0 to 50L.min-1, by

connecting each head piece to a mass flow controller (MFC).

For the volume validation, the SA7 head was attached in-line with a calibrated

500mL gas syringe. Five 500mL puff volumes were passed through the

unidirectional pressure transducer of the SA7 head. The BIBO head was attached

in-line with a calibrated 3L gas syringe. Five inhalation and five exhalation

volumes of 3L were passed through the bidirectional pressure transducer of the

BIBO head. Each headpiece of the three SBS units was tested three times a day

over a period of five days.

The optical obscuration validation consisted of measuring the day to day and unit

to unit variation in the puffed optical obscuration measured by the SA7 head, and

the exhaled optical obscuration measured by the BIBO head. A commercial

cigarette was smoked using an external smoking engine (Puff Inhale Exhale

Simulator, Cambustion, UK).[4] The cigarette was placed in-line with the SA7 head

to measure the puffed optical obscuration and smoked under a defined regime

into an anatomically correct mouthcast.[5] The smoke was held for two seconds in

the cast, and exhaled through the BIBO head continuously for five seconds using

2.5L of air to measure the exhaled optical obscuration Figure 3.
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INTRODUCTION

Parameters such as inhalation frequency, draw effort, duration, flow rate, volume

and breath hold duration will affect inhaled particle dynamics and influence the

respiratory deposition from pharmaceutical inhalers, nebulisers and smoking

articles. Population lung physiology and function are also diverse.[1] The Smoking

Behaviour System (SBS) has been developed to measure flow and duration

characteristics of typical smoking cycles, which may consist of puffing, mouth

hold, post puff inhalation, breath hold and exhalation.[2] [3] The SBS is a novel

system with regards to its capability to capture the complete smoking cycle. It

comprises a Smoking Analyser 7 (SA7) head that measures puffing topography

and optical obscuration from puffed particles, and a heated Breathe In Breathe

Out (BIBO) head, that measures respiratory topography and optical obscuration

from exhaled particles Figure 1.

The major advantage of using the SBS technology is its ability to provide real time

flow and duration profiles of puffing, post puff inhalation and exhalation

topography, thus capturing the entire smoking behaviour cycle with high time and

volume resolution Figure 2A. In addition it provides real time puffed and exhaled

optical obscuration from particles Figure 2B. The SBS was calibrated for flow

rate and validated in terms of system to system and day to day variation in

volume and optical obscuration measurements.
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Figure 2A. Real time flow and duration 

profile of typical smoking behaviour 

captured using the SBS

Figure 2B. Real time optical obscuration of 

particles as measured using the SBS

Figure 1. Smoking Behaviour System
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Figure 3. Optical obscuration validation of the SBS using the Puff Inhale Exhale Simulator
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Figure 4. Linear flow calibration of the 

SA7

Figure 5. Quadratic flow calibration of 

the BIBO


